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It is shown that the signal-to-noise ratio in the magnetic stochastic resonance of single-domain ferromagnetic
nanoparticles having cubic anisotropy exhibits a strong intrinsic dependence on the decay ratea of the Larmor
precession. This dependencesprecession aided relaxationd is due to coupling between longitudinal relaxation
and transversesprecessionald modes arising from the lack of axial symmetry. It is most pronounced in the
intermediate-to-low dampingsKramers turnoverd region 0.1,a,1. The effect which does not exist for axially
symmetric potentials may be used to determinea.
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Stochastic resonancesSRd is nowadays a well known but
still remarkable effect which allows one to control the behav-
ior of periodic signals passing through noisy systems. As a
manifestation of cross-coupling between stochastic and regu-
lar motions, the SR effect is universal in physicsse.g., optics,
mechanics of solids, superconductivity, surface scienced,
communications engineeringsoptimal detection and tracing
of signalsd as well as in various branches of chemistry and
biology. Comprehensive reviews of diverse aspects of SR are
available in Refs. 1–3.

The archetypal theoretical model of SR1 is a heavily
dampedsso that inertial effects can be ignoredd Brownian
particle in a bistable potential subjected to noise arising from
a thermal bath. The particle is excited by an ac driving force
of frequencyV close to the rate of Kramers transitionsses-
cape ratesd between the wells nevertheless with amplitude
insufficient to induce the transitions. Consequently, switch-
ing may occur only by the combined effect of the regular ac
force and the noise. The spectral densityFsvd of the motion
at the frequencyv=V is then evaluated, and the resulting
signal-to-niose ratiosSNRd sor the spectral power amplifica-
tion coefficientd is analyzed as a function of the noise inten-
sity D. The curve SNRsDd has a bell-like shape, i.e., it passes
through a maximum thus exhibitingstochastic resonance.
The maximum in the SNR is interpreted as due to the re-
markable ability of noise to enhance the intensity of the in-
terwell hoppings in the system.

Superparamagnetism of fine particles subject to a weak ac
field is yet another important manifestation of SR. Here the
magnetic anisotropy provides the multistable states for the
magnetizationM of the particle while the thermal fluctua-
tions due to the bath which is in perpetual thermal equilib-
rium at temperatureT are the source of the noise. These
conditions give rise tomagnetic stochastic resonancewhich
may be defined as the enhancement of the SNR due to
noise.4 The superparamagnetism of single-domain ferromag-
netic nanoparticles until recently entirely of academic inter-
est, is now important in technology because of the ever de-
creasing size of the particles used in magnetic recording.

Once the size of the particle is reduced to nanoscale dimen-
sions superparamagnetism imposes a physical limit on the
miniaturization of the bit-recording elements. Hitherto in the
context of micromagnetism the size of the particles used en-
sured that thermal effects occurring at room temperature
could safely be ignored. However, due to ongoing miniatur-
ization, a superparamagnetic nanoparticle is now an accept-
able model for both writable elements and read/write heads.5

The magnetic SR phenomenon is clearly manifested by
uniaxial single-domain particles.6–9 Here the magnetic free
energy densityV is governed by a single coordinateq sthe
colatituded and is given by

bVsqd = J sin2 q, s1d

whereb=y /kT, y is the volume of the particle,k is Boltz-
mann’s constant,J=bKu is the dimensionless barrier height
parameter, andKu is the anisotropy constant. In the absence
of external magnetic fields, the magnetization of the uniaxial
particle has two equivalent stable orientations atq=0 and
q=p, so that it is an ideal example of a bistable system
subjected to noise. Magnetic SR in grains possessing
uniaxial anisotropyscharacterized by the single coordinate
qd has been treated in Refs. 6–11 and is completely under-
stood. In contrast, we have little knowledge about magnetic
SR in nonaxially symmetric potentials governed bytwo co-
ordinatesq andw sw is the azimuthal angled which in gen-
eral give rise tomultistablestates. For illustration, consider a
cubic crystal, where the particle energy is12

bVsq,wd = sssin4 q sin2 2w + sin2 2qd, s2d

s=bKc/4 andKc is the anisotropy constant, which may be
either positive or negative. ForKc.0 sFe-type crystalsd the
potential s2d has six minimaswellsd, eight maxima, and 12
saddle pointsfsee Fig. 1sadg. ForKc,0 sNi-type crystalsd the
maxima and minima interchange their roles while the saddle
points do not alterfFig. 1sbdg.

Here we demonstrate that magnetic SR in particles with
cubic anisotropy has behavior which has little in common
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with that for uniaxial anisotropy due to the lowered local
symmetrysbothq andw are involvedd of the energyscape in
the vicinity of the easy axis direction in the space of orien-
tations. In uniaxial anisotropy, the energyscape is a uniform
equatorial ridgeszoned separating two polar minima and has
no saddle points, on the other hand, cubic anisotropy gener-
ates azimuthally nonuniform energy distributions with nu-
merous saddle points. Such a nonaxially symmetric energy-
scape leads to a new effect, viz., strong intrinsic dependence
of SR in superparamagnetic particles with cubic anisotropy
on the rate of spin-lattice relaxation which is determined by
the damping coefficienta. To understand qualitatively this
effect, we consider the rotational motion of the magnetiza-
tion of the nanoparticle at zero temperaturesno fluctuationsd
which is described by the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equation

ė= fe3 sgHeff − aėdg, s3d

where e=M /MS sMS is the saturation magnetizationd, Heff
=−]V/]M andg is the gyromagnetic ratio. To induce SR in
such a particle, a weak spatially uniform ac magnetic fieldH
of frequencyV favoring the Kramers hopping of the magne-
tization between its equilibrium positions is imposed along
its easy axisn. For uniaxial anisotropy, the magnetic SNR
does not intrinsically depend ona.8 Conversely, in nonaxi-
ally symmetric potentials, e.g., cubic anisotropy, the situation
is entirely different. First, the presence of several easy axes
orthogonal to each other means that the notion of longitudi-
nal and transverse orientationsswith respect tond has no
meaning. Second, as one may deduce from Eq.s3d, in the
“folded” energyscape, the friction torque acting onM is no
longer directed at a constant angle to the direction of preces-
sion thus strongly modulating the angular velocity of preces-
sion. Hence, reorientation ofM has a strong intrinsic depen-
dence ona, i.e., we haveprecession aided relaxation.
Apparently, precession aided relaxation is a universal feature
of particles with nonaxially symmetric potentials.13

Magnetic SR may be generally described using linear re-
sponse theory as follows.14–16The Fourier components of the
magnetization of the particleMv and of the applied ac field
Hv are related via Mv=xsvdHv, where xsvd=x8svd
− ix9svd is the complex magnetic susceptibility of the par-
ticle. The noise-induced partFM

sndsVd is obtained using the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem asFM

sndsVd=kTx9sVd / spyVd.
The spectral densityFM

ssdsVd of the forced magnetic oscilla-
tions in a fieldHstd=H cosVt at the excitation frequencyV
is

FM
ssdsVd =

1

2
lim

DV→0
E

V−DV

V+DV

sHuxsvdud2

3fdsv + Vd + dsv − Vdgdv,

where the parity conditionx*svd=xs−vd has been used.
Combining the above equations, one obtains16

SNR =
FM

ssd

FM
snd =

pVH2yuxsVdu2

2kTx9sVd
. s4d

The susceptibility is given in the adiabatic limitV→0,16

xsVd < x0s1 − iVtcd, s5d

where x0=bMS
2/3 is the static susceptibility andtc is the

correlation time defined as the area under the curve of the
equilibrium correlation function of the projection ofM in the
direction of the exciting field, viz.,

tc =E
0

` kcosqstdcosqs0dl0

kcos2 qs0dl0
dt, s6d

and the subscript zero denotes the equilibrium statistical av-
erage over the realizations of cosq. Here we have used the
relation kcos2 ql0=1/3 valid for cubic crystals. Substituting
Eq. s5d into Eq. s4d and taking the limitV→0, we have

SNR = 2pvKsMSH/Kcd2Rss,ad/3,

where vK=2gKc/MS is a reference frequency of order of
magnitude the Larmor precession frequency in the internal
anisotropy field and the dimensionless factorR is given by

Rss,ad = usut0/tcss,ad, s7d

andt0=bMS/ s2gd is a reference time. The rate of noise in-
duced transitions between the potential wells is controlled by
the anisotropy parameters=yKc/ s4kTd so that usu−1 is the
dimensionless temperature, i.e., the noise intensity.

The evaluation of the SNR for cubic crystals can be ac-
complished as follows. To describe the magnetization relax-
ation of a superparamagneticparticle si.e., a particle with
finite barrier height parameterd, the magnetodynamic Eq.s3d
must be augmented by a random field with white noise prop-
erties so becoming a Langevin equation.17 The correspond-
ing Fokker–Planck equation for the distribution function
Wse,td of orientations ofe is17

]

]t
W=

1

2tN
hbfa−1e · s¹V 3 ¹ Wd + ¹ · sW¹ Vdg + DWj,

s8d

where¹ andD are the gradient and Laplacian on the surface
of the unit sphere,tN=t0sa+a−1d is the characteristic free
diffusion time of the magnetization. The solution of the
Fokker–Planck Eq.s8d is reduced by Fourier expansion in
the spherical harmonicsYl,msq ,wd to the solution of an infi-
nite hierarchy of differential-recurrence equations for the
correlation functionscl,mstd=kcosqs0dYl,mfqstd ,wstdgl0, so
that Cstd=c10std /c10s0d,16

FIG. 1. Cubic anisotropy potential forKc.0 sad and Kc,0
sbd.
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d

dt
clmstd = o

l8m8

dlml8m8cl8m8std. s9d

Here dlml8m8 are the matrix elements of the Fokker–Planck
operator in Eq.s8d; these elements are listed explicitly in
Refs. 16, 18, and 19.fThe derivation of Eq.s9d for an arbi-
trary free energy functionVsq ,wd is given in Ref. 20.g The
exact solutionof Eq. s9d for the Laplace transformc̃1,0ssd can
be obtained by matrix continued fractions.16,18,19Having de-
termined c̃1,0ssd, one may calculatetc= c̃10s0d /c10s0d ssee
Refs. 18 and 19 for detailsd and the SNR from Eq.s7d.

Although the matrix continued fraction method yields the
exact values of the SNR, its application is rather limited
since the qualitative behavior of the SNR is not obvious by
this method. However, the behavior of the SNR can readily
be understood in qualitative fashion by noting that in the low
temperatureshigh barrierd limit, s@1, the correlation times
tc for cubic crystals may be given by simple asymptotic
formulas. These asymptotic equations fortc were obtained in
the context of the Kramers theory21 for the thermally acti-
vated escape rate of a mechanical particle from a potential
well as extended to the magnetic problem by Brown,17 Smith
and de Rozario,22 Klik and Gunther,23 and Coffeyet al.24d
The appropriate formula fortc valid in the very low damping
sVLD, a→0d and intermediate-to-high dampingsIHD, sa
ù1d limits have been given in Ref. 23 and Refs. 19 and 22,
respectively. Furthermore, universal formulas which apply
like the exact matrix continued fraction solution to all damp-
ing regimes have been obtained in Ref. 25. Thus, we can
readily estimate the SNR in the low-temperature limit, viz.,

R, RIHDes1/pde0
` lns1−e−8Î2aususl2+1/4d/9dfdl/sl2+1/4dg, s10d

whereRIHD is the SNR for IHD values of dampingsaù1d
given by

RIHD ,5
2Î2s2e−s

ps1 + a2d
sÎ9a2 + 8 +ad, Kc . 0,

2Î2s2e−usu/3

3ps1 + a2d
sÎ9a2 + 8 −ad, Kc , 0,6 s11d

and the exponential factor bridges the VLD and IHD values
of R.24,25The exponential temperature dependence ofRIHD in
Eq. s11d is due to the Arrhenius-type dependence oftc ss and
usu /3 are the dimensionless barrier heights for the cubic an-
isotropy potential17d. We remark that our results pertain to
the memorylessswhite noised limit sOhmic dampingd. How-
ever, as conjectured in Ref. 23, they should also hold for
long-time memory, with a reduced effective dissipation con-
stant.

Expressionss10d ands11d give an accurate simplified de-
scription of SR for cubic anisotropy in the low-temperature
limit and are compared with the exact matrix continued frac-
tion solution17,18 in Figs. 2 and 3. A striking feature of mag-
netic SR for cubic anisotropy is that the SNR curve intrinsi-
cally depends on the damping parametera. This behavior is
an explicit signature ofprecession aided relaxation; i.e., the
coupling between the relaxational and precessional magneto-
dynamic modes arising from the nonaxially symmetric po-

tential. Here, at each temperature, there exists a certainamax
for which the SNR has a maximumRmax. The analytic form
of Eqs.s11d ands10d allows one to estimate readily the peak
magnitudeRmax and the half-widthdR of the damping depen-
dence ofR, Rmax<uRIHDua→0 ssee Fig. 2d anddR swhich can
be evaluated from the solution of the algebraic equation
RIHD =Rmax/2d. These estimations yieldRmax,8s2e−s /p,
dR,sÎ14+Î2d /2 for Kc.0 andRmax,8s2e−usu/3/ s3pd, dR
,sÎ14−Î2d /2 for Kc,0, respectively.

The strong magnetic mode coupling exhibited by cubic
crystals suggests a way of determining the damping coeffi-

FIG. 2. SNR vsa for various values of 1/s. Solid lines, Eq.s7d,
exact matrix continued fraction solutionsRefs. 17 and 18d. Sym-
bols, calculations from Eq.s10d. Dotted lines, the SNR in the IHD
limit given by Eq.s11d. Dashed lines, the SNR for cubic+uniaxial
anisotropy withJ=4 fhere the factor 3kcos2 qs0dl0 must be added
into Eq. s7d.

FIG. 3. SNR vs 1/s for a=1.0 s1d, 0.1 s2d, 0.01s3d. Solid lines,
Eq. s7d, exact matrix continued fraction solutionsRefs. 17 and 18d.
Symbols, calculations from Eq.s10d.
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cient from measurements of SNR in a fine-particle system.
For example, one may fit the theory to the experimental
SNR, Eq.s4d, at a given frequencyV, so that the only fitting
parameter isa. This procedure will allow one to estimate the
damping parameterse.g., by adjustingdR and amaxd. More-
over,a can also be determined for differentT, so yielding its
temperature dependence. Such experiments are much more
easily accomplished than those for uniaxial particles in the
presence of a symmetry breaking strong dc external mag-
netic field.13,26,27 These considerations suggest that the
present problem is of interest in both its fundamental and
technical physics aspects. From a fundamental viewpoint a
knowledge ofasTd is required for studies of various possible
mechanisms of orientational reversal ofM , e.g., macroscopic
quantum tunneling,28 as asTd allows one to distinguish and
separate the various relaxation mechanisms. In applied phys-
ics, the dependenceasTd is essential for the development of

the various techniques generically known as thermal-assisted
magnetic recording on single grains.

Other types of nonaxially symmetric anisotropies can be
treated in a similar manner. For illustration, we present in
Fig. 2sad the calculations of the SNR for mixed cubic and
uniaxial anisotropies evaluated for different values ofh
=J /s=1.0, 0.5, and 0.33 and forKc.0. Here the effect of
the uniaxial anisotropy is of importance as the parameterh
now determines the barrier heights of thescubic+unaxiald
potential and yields the contribution to the decrease of the
SNR, ,e−ss1+hd. A detailed treatment of the SNR in the
cubic+unaxial potential will be given elsewhere.
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